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Abstract: Despite their tremendous contribution to biomedical research and 
diagnosis, conventional spatial sampling techniques such as wide-field, 
point scanning or selective plane illumination microscopy face inherent 
limiting trade-offs between spatial resolution, field-of-view, phototoxicity 
and recording speed. Several of these trade-offs are the result of spatial 
sampling with diffracting beams. Here, we introduce a new strategy for 
fluorescence imaging, SWIF, which instead encodes the axial profile of a 
sample in the Fourier domain. We demonstrate how this can be achieved 
with propagation-invariant illumination patterns that extend over several 
millimeters and robustly propagate through layers of varying refractive 
index. This enabled us to image a lateral field-of-view of 0.8 mm x 1.5 mm 
with an axial resolution of 2.4 µm – greatly exceeding the lateral field-of-
view of conventional illumination techniques (~100 µm) at comparable 
resolution. Thus, SWIF allowed us to surpass the limitations of diffracting 
illumination beams and untangle lateral field-of-view from resolution. 
©2014 Optical Society of America 
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Introduction 
Epifluorescence imaging is one of the most widely adopted techniques in biomedical research. 
However, it suffers from poor axial resolution (Fig. 1(a)). Confocal laser scanning microscopy 
[1] attempts to overcome this problem by rejecting out of focus light – at the expense of 
increased illumination power and scanning time. Standing-wave fluorescence imaging 
(SWFI) is a wide field fluorescence imaging technique that was proposed as an alternative to 
confocal microscopy [2]: By interfering two laser beams and generating a high frequency 
standing wave patterns it promised higher axial resolution and shorter recording times than 
confocal microscopy. Yet, due to ambiguity along the axial dimension it was suited only for 
very thin samples with sub-µm features and could not be used in thick biological tissues. 
Selective plane illumination microscopy (SPIM), based on an idea originally proposed 
over a hundred years ago [3] (Fig. 1(b)), has recently received much renewed attention as a 
powerful method to study thick three dimensional biomedical samples [4–8]. By scanning a 
thin sheet of laser light across a sample (along the z-axis), SPIM-based techniques have 
achieved high recording speeds with a typical axial resolution on the scale of several 
micrometers. Despite the great promise that SPIM-based techniques hold for biomedical 
imaging, there is an inherent trade-off between the thickness of a sheet (the z-axial resolution 
of the sample) and its extent (which affects the lateral field of view: FOVx). Due to the laws 
of diffraction and Gaussian beam propagation, it is impossible to generate a sheet that 
maintains a thin profile over a large area (see Fig. 1(c)). Several key improvements to SPIM 
have been developed in the last decade – including two-photon excitation [9,10] and multi-
view imaging [11–13] – but all approaches using Gaussian beams are bounded by the trade-
off between sheet thickness and extent. 
Non-diffracting self-healing beams [14], in particular Bessel beams [15,16], have been 
proposed as a way to extend the lateral field-of-view in sheet illumination. However, much of 
optical power resides in the undesired side-lobes of Bessel beams, resulting in excitation of 
unwanted out-of-focus fluorescence. The trade-off with the photodamage resulting from this 
unwanted excitation in turn limits the useful extent of Bessel beam illumination. Therefore, 
even when combined with two-photon excitation, Bessel beam based sheet microscopy has 
thus far only been demonstrated for short sheet lengths of a few tens of µm, resulting in small 
fields-of-view unless images are tiled at the expense of increased sample illumination and 
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recording time [17,18]. The trade-off between axial resolution and lateral field-of-view is a 
result of spatial sampling with diffracting beams. 
Here, we propose a way to overcome this limiting trade-off by a new technique termed 
axial Standing Wave Illumination Frequency-Domain (SWIF) imaging. Unlike other axial 
sectioning methods, SWIF employs propagation-invariant illumination patterns to directly 
measure the axial sample profile in the Fourier domain [19] rather than the spatial domain. 
This allows us to efficiently disentangle axial resolution and lateral field-of-view. 
Results 
Principles 
Figure 1(d) illustrates the basic working principle of SWIF. It is based on the following idea: 
instead of trying to make one thin sheet extend over a large area, we create many parallel 
sheets. This is achieved by a planar interference pattern of two intersecting coherent laser 
beams (each of which is collimated), controlled by a spatial light modulator. In contrast to 
previous methods employing single planar sheets, such an interference pattern extends over 
the entire intersection volume of the beams, i.e. several cubic millimeters. Creating many 
parallel sheets in this manner means that multiple Z-planes of the sample are illuminated 
simultaneously. To avoid ambiguous depth information, the spatial frequency of the planes is 
swept from low to high by changing the angle and relative phase of the intersecting beams 
with the help of a spatial light modulator. This uniquely encodes the axial (z) profile of a 
sample in the frequency domain. By Fourier-transforming the pixel data recorded for different 
spatial frequencies, a Z-stack of the samples can be directly obtained. 
For each spatial frequency f (along z) and phase φ, the 3D illumination pattern P can be 
described as ( ) ( )
,
, , cos 2
f
P x y z fzϕ π ϕ= + , where f and z are Fourier-conjugate variables. The 
image If,φ recorded at the camera (in the XY plane) corresponds to the multiplication of an 
illumination pattern with the 3D sample fluorescence, integrated along z: 
( ) ( ) ( ), , , ,, , , , ,f f f
FOVz
I x y P x y z S x y z dz Nϕ ϕ ϕ= ⋅ + , where S(x,y,z) is the 3D sample fluorescence as a 
function of location and Nf,φ is a noise term resulting from photon shot-noise. To encode the 
sample in the Fourier-domain, spatial frequencies are displayed in discrete intervals Δf from 
zero to the maximum frequency fmax, according to Δf = 1/h, where h is the demagnified height 
of the SLM at the sample. Each spatial frequency is displayed 3 times at phases 0, / 2,ϕ π π=  
to yield a complex-valued data set 
 ( ) ( ),0 , ,0 ,,
2
, , 2f f f ffC x y f I I i I I Iπ π π
 
= − + − −  
 (1) 
where C(x,y,f) implicitly contains a complex-valued noise term (resulting from Nf,φ) 
whose amplitude can be approximated as constant across frequencies. This 3D data set is 
back-transformed into the spatial domain by discrete Fourier transform (DFT), yielding the 
reconstructed 3D sample function 
 ( ) ( ) 2, , , ,max
f
i fzS x y z C x y f e π
ϕ
′ =   (2) 
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 Fig. 1. Principle of SWIF: a: Schematic of conventional epifluorescence imaging, which 
suffers from poor axial resolution (hourglass-shaped and elongated focus along z). b: Sheet-
illumination restricts the axial (z) extent of illumination. c: However, there is an inherent trade-
off between sheet thickness and lateral extent of the sheet (here shown for Gaussian sheets). d: 
SWIF overcomes this limiting trade-off by encoding the axial profile of the sample in the 
spatial frequency-domain. Two collimated laser beams intersect at varying angles and generate 
a sinusoidal illumination profile (along the z-axis) with varying spatial frequency. e: Schematic 
of the difference between spatial sampling with diffracting sheets and Fourier-domain 
sampling with propagation-invariant illumination. 
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Robustness of illumination pattern 
While beams focused through layers of varying refractive index (e.g. coverslips) can suffer 
from significant aberrations, our illumination patterns are robust in such scenarios. As 
illustrated in Fig. 2, sheets maintain their spatial frequency and remain parallel, even though 
they are projected from air (refractive index n = 1), through quartz glass (n = 1.46) into an 
aqueous (hydrogel) solution (n = 1.33). This finding can be confirmed mathematically: first, 
we note that the period of the illumination pattern is a function of the half-angle α between the 
two beams: 2 sin⋅= nz
λ
αΔ . With Snell’s law of refraction ( ( ) ( )1 1 2 2sin sinn nα α⋅ = ⋅ ) we can write 
( ) ( )2 sin 2 sin⋅ ⋅= = =air air glass glassair glassn nz z
λ λ
α α
Δ Δ , thereby confirming that the spacing between the 
sheets does not change upon entering a perpendicular layer of different refractive index. 
To further characterize the performance of our illumination scheme, we filled an open-top 
quartz-glass cuvette with fluorescent dye. We illuminated it along the x-axis while monitoring 
illumination patterns in the x-z plane (see coordinate system in Fig. 1(d) for reference). First, 
we focused a 0.1 NA beam into the cuvette (Fig. 3(a)). As expected, the waist of the 
hourglass-shaped beam was thinnest at the focus and became thicker with further distance 
from the focus. If used for sectioning, the useable field-of-view along the x-axis would be on 
the order of 100 µm. This is different for SWIF illumination: Fig. 3(b) shows several SWIF 
illumination patterns with different spatial frequencies. After displaying a full set of 
illumination frequencies ranging from 0 µm−1 to 0.25 µm−1 (Media 1) and Fourier 
transforming the data set for each pixel (see Methods and Media 2), we obtained sharp peaks 
whose position depended on the pixel’s position along the Z-axis (see Fig. 3(c)). Most 
notably, the sharpness of the peak did not depend on the position of the pixel along the x-axis. 
While these results were a first confirmation of the propagation invariance of the illumination 
patterns (along the x-direction) and of the location-independent resolution, the side-view 
observation through a thick glass layer prevented measurement of the SWIF peaks at high 
resolution (the optical resolution of our side-view setup was ~3 µm). A more direct 
measurement of SWIF resolution was required 
.  
Fig. 2. Robustness of illumination pattern: The SWIF illumination pattern extends over several 
mm and is robust against layers of varying refractive index (here illustrated by illuminating a 
hydrogel inside a 5 mm wide cuvette through 1 mm thick glass walls). Left: side-view (xz-
plane) photographs, Right: schematic illustrating that the illumination pattern does not change 
as it crosses flat interfaces between media of different refractive indices (air-glass-
water/hydrogel). 
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 Fig. 3. Comparing illumination patterns: a: Fluorescence image of a Gaussian beam focussed 
into a cuvette containing the fluorophore Rhod-6G. Z-axis profiles at different locations along 
the beam (indicated by colored dotted lines on the left) are shown on the right. b: Illumination 
patterns obtained by frequency-swept standing wave illumination shown for 4 example spatial 
frequencies (stacked images). c: Fourier-transform (along the spatial frequency dimension) of 
the data set represented in b and profiles at different x-positions (right) traces are offset for 
clarity. 
Resolution of SWIF 
We experimentally determined the axial resolution of our SWIF setup by imaging 1 μm 
diameter agarose-embedded fluorescent beads in the x-y plane (Fig. 4(a)). As we swept the 
spatial frequency of the illumination patterns from low to high, the fluorescence intensity of 
individual beads oscillated sinusoidally (Fig. 4(b)) and the frequency of the oscillation 
depended on the location of the beads along the z-axis. Fourier-transforming this data set 
resulted in peaks corresponding to the z-axis profiles of the beads (Fig. 4(c)). Given the 
uniform sampling of frequencies up to fmax, theory predicts the profiles to be sinc functions. 
When we illuminated the sample with a series of illumination patterns up to a maximum 
spatial frequency of 14µm , the measured FWHM of the peaks was 2.4 µm. This is in close 
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agreement with the theoretical prediction of a sinc FWHM of 0.6/fmax or 0.3NAλ . As shown in 
Fig. 4d, this resolution did not depend on the bead’s location within the illumination zone. 
The lateral (xy) resolution and imaging DOF were determined by the NA of the detection path 
microscope objective. We used a wide field-of-view, low magnification objective with an NA 
of 0.1, a lateral resolution of 2.7 µm and an imaging DOF of ~100 µm. 
Imaging 
The optical sectioning capability of SWIF is illustrated in Fig. 5. We stained a starfish embryo 
with an orange fluorescent dye and illuminated it with a set of SWIF patterns (spatial 
frequency ranging from DC to 14µm  ; see Media 3). Fourier transforming this data set yielded a 
stack of optical sections of the embryo (Figs. 5(c)-5(d) and Media 4). Because only Fourier 
components modulated by the illumination pattern were recorded, SWIF automatically 
rejected any background illumination or DC offset of the camera. This resulted in high-
contrast sections, which were used for reconstruction of the starfish 3D structure (Fig. 5(g)). 
 
Fig. 4. Quantifying axial resolution: a: Fluorescence image of 1 µm beads (0.8 mm x 1.6 mm). 
b: Real (solid) and imaginary (dotted) component calculated from the fluorescence signal (a.u.) 
of a bead (green circle in a) as the spatial frequency of illumination is swept from 0 to 0.25 
µm-1. c: Fourier-transform of the signal in b, resulting in the axial profile of the bead with a 
point-spread function approximated by a sinc-function (fit). d: calculated axial profiles for the 
remaining indicated beads in a, illustrating the uniformity of illumination across a large field-
of-view. 
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 Fig. 5. Imaging a starfish embryo: a: Fluorescence image of a starfish embryo. b: complex-
valued image (C(x,y,f) in Eq. (1)) obtained for one of the illumination spatial frequencies. The 
color of each pixel indicates the measured phase, the luminance the amplitude. c and d: starfish 
z-sections obtained by FFT using SWIF. e: side view of the same data set. f: projection along 
the X-axis. g: 3D rendering. 
Discussion 
In this work we presented a new imaging approach, SWIF, to achieve sectioning at 
consistently high axial resolution over a large field-of-view. In comparison to sheet 
illumination, SWIF overcomes the fundamental trade-off between sheet thickness (δz) and 
lateral extent of the sheet (FOVx) by encoding the axial profile of the sample in the Fourier 
domain. This enabled us to bypass the limits of conventional, diffracting illumination beams 
and disentangle axial resolution from lateral field-of-view. 
The illumination patterns demonstrated in this paper extended over several mm2 and 
enabled an axial resolution of up to 2.4 µm. This combination of axial resolution and field-of-
view is unmatched by other techniques – despite the fact that we only used a non-immersion 
air lens at comparably low NA for illumination. Given the demonstrated relationship between 
illumination pattern spatial frequency and axial resolution, higher NA illumination objectives 
could be used to achieve a theoretical resolution limit of 0.3 λ (better than the diffraction-
limited resolution). All photons collected at the camera were used for the computation of the 
sections, and no photons needed to be rejected with a mask or discarded – avoiding excess 
sample illumination. 
The maximum acquisition speed of SWIF in our experiment was limited by our SLM 
refresh rate to 30 camera frames per second. With faster SLMs, the acquisition rate could 
conceivably be increased to over one hundred sections per second. SWIF doesn’t necessarily 
require the use of SLMs and could employ other scanning strategies, such as galvanometers, 
as long as precise control over phase and angle of the interfering illumination beams is 
maintained. 
Our results confirmed the prediction that illumination patterns are robust against layers of 
varying refractive index. While this enables imaging through cuvettes and glass tanks, it does 
not make SWIF immune against sample scattering. Like in conventional sheet microscopy, 
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SWIF requires samples that are only mildly scattering, where the ballistic light component 
dominates. 
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the complex-valued data set C(x,y,f) (Eq. (1), depends 
on a noise which is spatial-frequency independent, while the amplitude of the signal is a 
function of sample spatial frequency content. For sparsely labelled samples, which will 
typically have uniform spatial frequency content, the SNR will be uniform across 
illuminations. For samples with strong uniform background fluorescence (strong low-
frequency content), the SNR will be lower at high frequencies. SWIF is thus best suited for 
more sparsely labelled samples, while imaging samples with high background can be 
optimized by using sensitive cameras with high dynamic range, by increasing the illumination 
intensity and by choosing a lower spatial frequency cut-off for illumination. 
Owing to its use of spatial frequency-domain encoding, SWIF is conceptually related to 
previous work on Doppler encoded excitation patterns [19], which however employed Fourier 
sampling in the lateral sample dimensions rather than for axial sectioning. We further note the 
parallels between SWIF and spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT), 
which also encodes the axial sample profile in the Fourier domain [20–22]. In SWIF, the 
spatial Fourier space is used for encoding; in OCT, it is in the spectral Fourier space. 
While offering high axial (z) resolution within the entire illumination volume, the present 
implementation of SWIF comes with a caveat: like in other microscopic techniques, the 
depth-of-field (DOF) at which the lateral (x-y) resolution is highest still depends on the NA of 
the detection objective lens. For typical large field-of-view, low-magnification microscope 
objectives (NA 0.1-0.2), it can be in the range of tens to 100 µm (2λ/NA2), with a lateral 
resolution of a few µm (λ/2NA). In other words, there is a trade-off between lateral resolution 
and imaging DOF. In applications where higher magnification, higher NA detection objective 
are desirable, objects taller than the DOF could then be imaged by mechanically moving the 
sample and tiling. In order to achieve higher DOF without tiling or mechanical motion, future 
work building on SWIF may employ focus-free imaging approaches in the detection path, 
such as wavefront coding with cubic phase plates [23,24] and light-field imaging techniques 
[25]. 
Methods 
Optical setup 
Spatially filtered, collimated 532 nm laser light (Excelsior 532 SM) was directed onto a 
reflective SLM (Holoeye Pluto, phase-only LCoS, 8 µm pixel size, 1080x1920 pixels). The 
SLM plane was imaged onto the sample plane via a 20x demagnification 4-f setup: the SLM 
projected two moving spots into the Fourier plane of a first, 500 mm achromatic lens (while 
its chromatic correction was not utilized, we chose it for its reduced monochromatic 
aberrations). This was achieved by dividing the SLM plane into vertical stripes (6 pixels 
wide) and interlacing two blazed gratings (for each of the two spots in the Fourier plane) by 
displaying them on every other stripe. This enabled independent control of the position, and 
relative phase, of the two spots. In order to reject the zero-order diffraction pattern of the 
SLM, a slit aperture was placed into the Fourier plane, which was also the Fourier plane of a 
second, 25 mm achromatic lens facing the sample. The sample was imaged from above via a 
custom infinity corrected microscope setup consisting of a microscope objective, an emission 
filter (Semrock 582/75), a 200 mm tube lens and a CCD camera (GX1920, Allied Vision 
Technologies). To visualize the illumination pattern from the side (Fig. 3), a 200 µm slit 
aperture was placed in front of the SLM to restrict illumination to one x-z plane and a custom 
microscope was installed to image the illuminated x-z plane through the side of the glass 
cuvette. 
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Illumination patterns and analysis 
The two interlaced blazed gratings to be displayed on the phase SLM were calculated 
according to the piecewise function Φ SLM(py,pz) = 2π·f/2·py/1080 for py mod 12 < 6 and 
ΦSLM(py,pz) = −2π·f/2·py/1080 + φ otherwise (using the coordinate system established in Fig. 
1: py being the horizontal and pz the vertical pixel coordinate of the 1920-by-1080 pixel phase 
SLM). We applied an additional constant tilt to the SLM display to be able to reject the zero 
order diffraction pattern by the slit. 
We displayed 109 discrete frequencies on the SLM (which was demagnified 20x via the 4f 
system) resulting in the display of 0 to 108 vertical periods at the sample. The maximum 
vertical period corresponded to 10 SLM pixels (1080/108) or 4 µm at the sample (10 x 8 µm 
pixels, which were 20x demagnified). 
With 109 frequencies displayed at 3 phase shifts, we recorded 3x109 raw camera frames. 
These were processed into 109 complex-valued frames, according to the equation given in the 
principles section. This data set was zero-padded with an additional 108 frames, made 
conjugate symmetric along f (by mirroring and conjugating the data set along the zero 
frequency) and Fourier-transformed with an FFT algorithm (MATLAB, The Mathworks). For 
Fig. 5, the data set was multiplied with a Gaussian along f (FWHM = 2·fmax) before Fourier-
transforming – which increased the impulse-response FWHM from 2.4 µm to 2.8 µm. 
Samples 
For measurement of system resolution, we dispersed 1 µm orange fluorescent beads 
(Invitrogen) in 1% Agarose (Sigma, USA). To visualize the illumination patterns in the X-Z 
plane, we used 0.1% saturated Rhod 6G in 1% Agarose hydrogel. Starfish embryos were fixed 
and permeabilized in ethanol and stained with 5 µM SYTOX Orange (Invitrogen) before they 
were embedded in hydrogel. 
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